Unifying themes in DNA replication: reconciling single molecule kinetic studies with structural data on DNA polymerases.
Structural data suggest that DNA polymerases, from at least three different families, employ common strategies for carrying out DNA replication. Universal features include a large conformational change in the enzyme-template complex and a conserved active-site geometry that imposes a sharp kink at the 5 end of the template strand. Recent single molecule experiments have shown that stretching the DNA template markedly alters the rate of DNA synthesis catalyzed by these motor enzymes. From these data, it was previously inferred that T7 DNA polymerase and two related enzymes convert two or four (depending on the enzyme) single-stranded (ss) template bases to double helix geometry in the polymerase active site during each catalytic cycle. We discuss structural data on related DNA polymerases, which suggest that only one (ss) template base is contracted to dsDNA geometry during the rate-limiting step of each replication cycle. Previous interpretations relied upon the global stretching curves for DNA polymers alone (with no reference to the enzyme or the structure of the transition state). In contrast, we present a structurally guided model that presumes the force dependence of the replication rate is governed chiefly by local interactions in the immediate vicinity of the enzyme s active site. Our analysis reconciles single molecule kinetic studies with structural data on DNA polymerases.